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ABSTRACT
Lox-frequency waves with small amplitudes are treated in a
two-dimensional isothermal compressible fluid- medium with a velocity
gradient and within a constant gravitational field. In general,
there are two modes of wave motion which we called the + mode and the
- mode. A local dispersion relation governing the wave propagation
for constant ve l ocity gradients is derived from the linearized equations
of fluid dynami s and thermodynamics 9 and arranged in a non-dimensional
form independent of the constants describing a particular atmosphere.
The wave modes are discussed and the amplitude growth rates which
depend on the angle of wave propagation and velocity gradient strength are
determinpA for each wave mode. Linear and parabolic velocity gradients
are treated by a generalized W.K.B. method. Equations are found which
give the height at which wave reflection occurs. Thi p determines the
maximum heights up to which the wave modes can propagate. Dissipative
effects arising from viscosity and heat conduction will be neglected.
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INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVES WITH VELOCITY GD-ADI iTS
1. INTRODUCTION
Internal gravity waves have been discussed previously in some
detail in regard to investigating certain phenomena such as the
irregular motion in the 
)
earth's higher atmosphere l ^ 2}3)4)and the heating
of the solar corona5 ^)7These waves are also of considerable significance
in geophysios for the internal atmospheric wave motion above mountains,
internal waves through the ocean, and the earth's core 8) . Landau has
considered the problem of internal gravity vpves in an incompressible
fluid 9) . We also would like to refer to some earlier work in this
field 10) . It can be shown that,in general,two modes of wave propagation
exist in a compressible medium under the influence of gravity.The purpose of this
paper is to give an analysis of these wave modes within a two-dimensional
fluid which has an initial velocity gradient. The functional forms of
the velocity gradient will be of the following three formal constant,
lir 3ar and parabolic.
2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS
The fundamental equations nece ,4sary to describe the wave motions
are
a) Eul.er equation
PC at - (y - o) v1 - - V^	 Pof 	(2.1)
In this equation v is the velocity vector of a particle of the
oscillating medium, p is the pressure, P 'he density, and I the gravity
vector. For convenience we choose a to be along the negative z-direction
(downward.). Thus, we have
0-
	 (2.2)
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where e^ is the unit vector in the s-direotion.
b)- Continuity equation
a
o) Equation of state (adiabatic approximation)
at (PP - ^) . o	 (2.4)
where V is the ratio of specific heats. Expressing the time
derivative in eq. (2.4) in t3rms of quantities referring to points
fixed in space, we have f.:r eq. (2.4)
at
We v4ill ass=e that for the equilibrium conditions the variation
of density and pressure with height is exponential, as is the case
for an isothermal ideal gas under the influence- of a constant
gravitational field. Thus, we have
P =	
e
e ^ Po
-3-
and
peQ - Po e - 
Z/k	 9	
(2.6)
V
where 
Po 
and Po are oonstants, ark h is the so-called "scale height".
3.	 THE LINEARIZED EQUATION OF MOTION
We assume that all derivations of the perturbed quantities
from their equilibrium values are small. Hence, we may put to first
order
	
P(rI t)-[Po+ p, (rf t) J e - z/h	 (3.1)
	
p(r • t ) - IPo + p'(r , t)1 e - z/n	 (3.2)
and
v(r 9 t ) - O( z ) + v' (r r t )	 9	 (3.3)
where vo(z) is the velocity profile. The quantities P,, p', and v' are
considered to be pe.LLurbing quantities of first order.
The fundamental eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) when considered at zeroth
order,;►ields the equilibriuu condition. At equilibriump we have
from eqs. (2.6) and (3.3)
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PaP°e — z/h	 ,
(3.4)
p - po a
	
z/h	 r
and
v_	 c (z)
By substituting eqs. (3 . 4) into eq. (2.1), the Euler equation
becomes upon cancelling the exponential
Po( v° • O) o - .- e Z + fO ^^	 (3.5)
h
Eq. (3.5) is the steady state Euler equation for the system.
By substituting e qs- (3-4) into the oontinuity equation (2.3), we have,
upon cancelling the exponential,
l o (Q	 Y ° ) - pO (vc e z ) - o	 (3.6)h
2'q . (3.6) is the continuity equation for the steady state condition,
or in the language of perturbation theory, it is the zeroth order
continuity equation.
Ore substitute the quantities (3.1) 9 (3.2) 9 and (3.3) into
tho fundamontal eqs. (2 .1), (2-3) t and (2-4). By neglecting the*
products of the perturbing quantities and with the help of eqs.
(3.5) and (3.6) 9 there results the linearized fundamental equations.
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The linearised Euler equation is
FO at + PO (Yc' Q)v' + PO (V' •v)vo + P'(yo •v)V
pt 
e $
 + pP' - P' 0
h
(3.7)
The linearized continuity equation is
+ P° t v • V') + P , ( 	 • V ' ) + V° • ( vP' )
Po
- h (V' e z ) - h ( c ez) -0
(3.8)
The linearized equation of state is
	
at	
P0 
at	 h	 ° -o -z	 h	 o	 -z
	+	 p'(Vo' ez) +(vo.'C!)p' - Y p° {vo Q i	 '	 0.h	 PO
(3.9)
%qs . (3-7), (3-8)v and (3.9) form a set of linear equations for the
unknowns v_, p' and p'. Eq. (3.7) is a vector equation which oonsists
of three scalar equations. (iie have yet to make the restriction to the
-6-
tiro-dimensional case). Thus ve have five equations and five
unknowns. From these equations and the plane wave assumption, it
is possible to derive a local dispersion relation.
4.	 PERFECT GAS ASSIMPTION AND PLAICE WAVE ASSMr, `TION
It is quite obvious that the case of a perfect gas deserves
special oon3idoration for'the reason of being a very good approximation
in most situations and for its mathematical simplicity. The assumption
of a perfect gas under adiabatic compression is expressed in the
equation of state (2.4). For a monatomic gasp gamma, the ratio of
specific heats at constant pressure and density has the value 5/3.
For a diatomic gasp gamma has the value V5. The equation of state
may be written in anothe. forms
-Y
pp	 po Pp _^	 (4.1)
From oq. (4.1) and the definition of sound, we have
2	 d p	
^ poa - Tf -	
Pb	
(4.2)
At this point we assume that the velocity profile has only a
a-component. Thus, it is represented by
Yo ( z ) - Vo(Z) 
=x	 (4.3)
Hencep the steady state Filer equation (3.5` becomes
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7p s p ^
t	 !C
(4.1)* j
po
C) — 1 +h
ors upon re—arranging,
h	 po
With the help of eq. (4.2) 9 the scale height may be expressed as
follows:
2
h (4-5)
The set of linear eqs . (3-7), (3.8) and (3.9) are differdntial
equations with non—constant ooeff:.oients. If we assume that the coefficients
are exactly constant, which mears that we assume a velocity profile
independent of z, that is, the velocity gradient is zero, then our
system under a linear transformation reduces to that of internal
gravity waves in a stationary medium, which has already been solvedl).
dowever,for the next lowest non —trivial approximation, w9 assume that the
wavelength is small compared to the change in velocity profile. This
assumption allows us to treat IS as large compared to the change in
velocity profile when taking the fourier transform of the set of
linear eqs . (3-7), (3.8) and (3.9) . In a better approximation, such
as the W.K.B. approximation t:9 shall assume in a later section the
velocity gradient to be slowly varying.
For plane waves, the perturbations desoribing the wave motion
varies sinusoidally as follows:
-8-
— 'c e	 (4.7)
and
Y = VC a	 (4.8)
where c and pc are oonstants with units of density and pressure
respectively. v_ L is a constant vector in the direction of v',
k is :he propagating wave number vector, and 0 is the frequency
of the wave. Assuming a two-dimensional space for sin .Iicity,
substituting eqs. (4.6)9 (4.7) and (4.8) into eqs. (3.7), (3.8)
and (3.9), and eying out the mathematical operations * we have upon
re-arranging
_ dvo	 l
vc t ikx po `!c 'lo -t- P, -
	(^' P-
_ rc e t J 
P —P c = 0	 (4.9)h	 C —
1	 l	 p
w pt - po 	 ' ucl - ^o^	 exJ ^^- t	 ^^^•^ ^ = oH
(4.10)
-9-
and
1
w pc - wa2 Pc + i	 ^o Cv c - e^^-vo^G\^.Qx^
tIL	 x)vop^ =0,
( 4.11)
where e x is the unit vector in the z-direotion.
5.	 TYPE LOCAL DISPERSION RELATION
By keeping in mind that eq. (4.9) is a vector equation
consisting of two scalar eg7aations, we see that the system is
determined locally by the four eqs. (4.9 )9 (4.10) and (4.11)
containing the four unknowns vcx, vcz f Pc and pC . The condition
for a non-trivial solution is obtained o„ setting the determinant
of the coefficionts of the unknowns equal to zerc . This gives us
tae local dispersion relation. However, ve may eliminate Pc and
p, by substitut=nt as follows: Solve eq. (4.10) for P and eq. (4.11)
for pc . Then, substitute P, of eq. (4.10) into eq. (4.11) and
substitute P. of eq. ( 4.10) and p. of eq. ( 4.11) into the vector
eq. (4-9)- This gives upon re-arranging
- i w ^^ t i{ • e x) vo vC. t d ^,, ^v^ e ^^	 Cw-tr^(k•e,^)J-dz	 — x
r of ^3'- 1}	 ^ C 1 --	 (5.1)
u
SoparatinC eq. (5.1) into components, wa Dave, for the z-oomponent
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(v^ • e X )
 [W77— tw v o (^ • e x^ +- (^• e x )2 02- a (k • xj ^
edot
.	 C
d?-
I (^ • e x) (k ' e  )I = 0
(5.2)
and for the z-eomponent
r	
'1
+ VV . C-	 —	 2- (k%.—(- — 2) E(J z tj V.	 + VO	 - t,^
a	
JJ
	
(5.3)
Thus, we see that from eqs . (5.2) and (5.3) the local dispersion
is given by the determinant
I
I
i
dvo	
dv° Zw TT -t vd da	 e x^ - L^,(_ -x^	 ^_'-x)^!^•e 2^1
t	 =Q
Y,( k e-^	 (Y )	 x
p
i
w2 - z wvo 	 ex) + vo( • e X 2^ _a(^z e }2- i Y( • e ^^
(5.4)
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Upon solving the determinant (5.4), We have
^,,^ `^ t- w3 j 4v,,(^ ` e X^1 t w ^ b v2(^ •^x)Z _ a ^2
- ic}Y ( • e^)J +w[- ^ vo (k . gx 3 + tav C ^2( .eX)
t 2- t 3. Y voC^?' ex^C^ • e^^ + c aZ dam° C^? • ex)t^?•e^)
dvJ
	 [V4	 ^ 2 2 a (^ .e Z
iTYvo (^ e X^z (k e el — ia?vO y`' (^2• e x	 .e )d^
(Y-1) V. V^° (^ - e x )^  f- 7 2(Y- 1) C ^ • e x )Z = 0
( 5.5)
+ Q'
—12—
This is the local dispersion relation. If we put
v _ 0 _ cL yoo	 -	
d. 7	 j
eq. (5.5) reduces to the limiting case
2
w'^t w^	 ^2- i^,Y^^e' e^^ + 12-(Y- ^) C&' ex^ =0
(5.6)
which is the dispersion relation for internal gravity waves used
by HIN ^Sl) .
To eliminate the amplitude growth duo to the exponential decay
of density with height, we make the linear transformation in k—space
k - K	 (5.7)x	 x
I
Kz ` zh
K - ^ I Y 	 (5.8)
^	 Z a2
'	 2	 z
and furthermore ^ y = Kx t K2^
By sunstituting eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) into t'ra dispersion relation
(5-5 )t
 
we have
—13—
Z
ta 4 + w3 [- 4 vo ( K • e x ) J + to,. 16 vo (K • e X ) -
Z2- ^ 'fz ^	 -	 3	 3	 2 v z	 •e	 +a K	 Z	 +w	 4 v. (K e X) +Za o K (K _X)
4a
`^ Z 
v, 
( K.? ) + 
z
at dv,, ( K.e X ) ( K - e ) -x	 d z
X	 OLvo ( < • e x^ } ^, cL vo (K • e x)	 t
2	 CE
2 z
^ ^vo ( K • ? x )^ - ca V 2 K 2 ( K • e , ) -
4
v2 ( K •e )Z _
a	 -Y
	
L	 2
VO
	
^ v° da (K • ex)	 1, (\j-1) (K• e z)
OS - e x^ -
(5.9)
Eq. (5.9) is the local dispersion relation without the was*e-amglitude-
increase effect due to the equilibrium density decrease in the
z-direotion. If we again put
va =0 = d^
eq. (5.9) reduces to the limiting case
- i a va dv> OS • ex^2 (K • e ^) t 2 v° dVV-0
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z 2
2.
w4•-W Ck K2 -_
	 ] + ^?C1^ -^} (K . e x )	 Q4
( 5.10)
which is the n ,n—browth dispersion relation for internal gravity
waves in a stationary medium used by HINE S1)
Upon re—arranging the terms in eq. (5.9), we obtain
L 2
1w - (K• ex)^ 4 + EW- V. (k• e x)' L'4 k1- 14-10-4. 1 4-4
+^c.^- v^ (K• e x^^ I LQZ dvv ^K• e x) ^K-e ms) -ot^
dvo (K
 Pxl 
t dvo `K. ex)^+ ^^Y }(K•e x^ = 0
z	 di	 ^" of ,
( 5.1; )
Consider the fregaenoy transfo-oration
w = w- vo(K•ex^	 (5.12)
By substituting the frequency (5.12) into the dispersion relation
(5-11L we have
-15-
w^ t w t L_ a; K 2- ^i	 t
4a
I CLV	 * ^ ±LO (L
d
+ 1 ' (K• ex,] t 9 2 (Y i ^ (K, ex)L _ 0cL -A (5-13)
,:,q. (5.13) is the transformed dispersion relation without hei;;ht-
growth. "Transformed", in the sense of the frequency transformation
(5.12) 9 and "without height-Growth" refers to the fact that the ::ave-
amplitude-inorease effeot due to the deorease in equilibrium density in
the z-direotion has been extraoted by means of the wave number
transformation given by eqs. (5 .7) and (5.8). In order to obtain
the transformed dispersion relation with height-growth, we reverse
the transformation (5.7) and (5.8) and we keep in mind that
—x
	 (5-14)
where w , the transformed frequency, is the same as w appearing in
eq. (5.12).  Applying this to eq. (5.13),  wee have
_^y LO (^.e )+	 vo (k• e x)	 +&a-x	 a-a
+ 'W I) Ci,e,: — b
(5-15)
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6.	 TT3 DISPERSION RELATIONS IN NON DIt ENSIONAL FOIR
In order to obtain the angular dependence of the local
dispersion relations (5.13) and (5.14), we define the two angleS B
and 0 as follows
(k e z ) s k oosQ	 (6.1)
and
(K • e z ) a K cos	 (6.2)
0 is the angle between the wave propagation vector and the
vertical, and therefore it is a real angle. 6 is an imaginary
angle,as can be seen by substituting the wave number transformation
eq. (5.8) into the definition of w, given by eq. (6.2). We have
3'k cos9 + 1 
2 a2
oos 0	 m	—1	 (6.3)
r 9 0 2	 g0
L 
k2 —	 + t
	
k cos !^]
4 
a4	 a2
Upon substituting eqs. (6 .1) and (6.2) into the local
dispersion relations (5.13) and (5.14), respectively, we obtain
—17—
2
+ 5	
g2 ^
2 r _ a2 K2 _	 1 4-
L	 4 a2 J
[ja 2 K sin - 9 (^- 2) ]dv0 K cos 	 +2	 dz
+ g2(1- 1) IC2 Cos 2c- 0	 ,
(6.4)
and
w4 + w2 _ a 2  k2 	gYk cos9 i 't'
d ^
+Co Ii a2 k sin g - g ( ^	 o- 1) I — k cos 8 t
dz
+9 2 (Y - 1) k2 0062 8 - 0
(6.5)
Eqs. ( 6.4) and (6.5) give the angular dependence of the local
dispersion relation without and with "height-growth", respectively,
in order to put these dispersion relations into a non-
dimensional form, we must first define a characteristic frequency,
characteristic wave numbar and a non-dimensional velocity gradient.
Toward this end, we define
+w
-18-
(6.6)
K c . ^l	 ,	 (6.7)
S	 d (; vo)
	
(6.8)
dz
and, furthermore,
w ^' (6-9)
w^
K	 (6.10)
a
KC
and	 k_	 ( 6.11)
KC
By substitution of the definitions (6.6)—(6.11) into eqs.
(6.4) and (6.5), we have, respeotively
W 4 + W 2 [—'^ 2 — ^12^ +
2
^l9-
+W I ( i Kein 0 - Y + 1)SKoos^,2
+ (^ - 1) K2 coo 20 - O	 7
(6.12)
and
W4 + M/ [ - K 2 - i K cos 8 -4-
+W E" x nine - Y+ 1) S K Dos o f +
+ (y_ 1) K2 00829 • O
(6-13)
Eqs . ( 6.12) and ( 6.13) are algebraic equations of the fourth degree
(quartic), and the solutions can be expressed in an analytic fora
(see Appendix I).
Also, they can be expressed in a form ter which the nave numbers
are a function of the frequencies. By re-arranging eqs. ( 6.12) and
(6.13) we have, aspeotively
0.
K2 [ i W S sin cos	 + (^j - 1) oos24 - W- I +
+^
 {q
r
	
	
. — + X1. 2	 0WS
  cos (1 — --) +	 4	 2 (^'1
2	 2
(6.14)
and
K2 [ i W S sins cosh +	 COS29 _W2] }
cos & + (1 — Y )W S oos 2 +
+[\-14] - o
%6.15)
r,qs. (6.14) and (6.15) are quadratic equations each having two roots
indicating that there are two distinct modes of Wave propagation.
to will call them the + mode and the — mode. Upon solving eqs. (6.14)
and (6.15) for the wave number, we have, respeotively
(I — 1) W S cos
2
t
—
	
	
2i W S sin 0 cos ¢ + (y — 1 } cos 2 ^ — W
—21—
and
z Eo(_ 1) W S cos 8+ i x W2 Cos f) I
vc } .
i W S sin 8 cos 8 + (Y- 1) cost ) - W2
1-2^
4+1 S Cos c (Y — 1)	 — 4 C i W S sin Cos +(Y 1) Cos	 21— W 1 r1^ W ^-- J
2
1
,z	 tr4 [ iWS sincs Cos h
 + (^- 1) Cos2^ - V:2l	 J
(6.16)
t^
1)WS cos& + , X W2 Cos d]2 - 4EiWS sin$ Cos 0t (Zj-1)cCS2, —kv21 L i`^F 1"
2
4 t i W S sin O Cos() + (y_ 1) cost 6 -W 2 7
(6.17)-
.qs. (6.16) and (6.17) are the non-dimensional transformed looal
dispersion relationsg respeotively, without and with the wave-amplitude-
growth effoot due to the equilibrium density deorease in the z-direotion.
—22—
7 .	 W .K .B . APPROX13TATION
We assumed that vo and dvo ldZ could be considered a constant
in the lowest approximation if the wavelength was small compared
to a significant change in the velocity profile. A better approximation
is obtained by taking into account the slowly varying change of the
velocity profile and velocity gradient by a generalized WJC.B. method,
which will be presented here.
It is known, for instance, from the application of the N.K.B.
approximation to the solution of Schrodingoriequation, that the W.K.B.
method gives reasonably good results even if the condition of a
small wavelength is no longer satisfied. Therefore, we can also expect
that our results, which are derived by using the W.K.B. method, are
applicable with reasonable accuracy even if the wavelength cannot
be considered small against the scale height.
In the plane wave analysis, eqs. (4.6). ( 4.7) and (4-8 )9 the
"opendenoe of the solution was automatically taken into account.
In the W.K.B. ,ethod, however, we assume for the perturbed density, the
perturbed pressure and the velocity comronents a dependence of the form
i(kx x - cat)
f(z) a	 (7^' 1
f(z) describe the unknown z-dependence to be treated by the W.K.B.
method. In eqs. (4.6) 9 (4.7) and ( 4 .8) it is-seen that we had chosen
	
o Lk2 Z	 (7.2)
Now, however, we,
 have, in keeping with the W.K.B. analysis.,
	
f(z) - A(z) a ^ (-a)	 (7.3)
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aV^	 tt i (k ^:-wt^
-- i =V V I	 x
.6t 7
	 (7.7)
whore - i (I(z) is the phase, and A(z) is a slowly varying function
of z. We can consider d tf^'^^ small against A t
 and therefore neglect it.
We begin the. W.K.B. analysis by introducing the following space
and time dependence for the perturbing quantities:
t)	 pc f(z) e C x	 (7.4)
pe(r g t) 
- PC f(z) s i(^ x x-wt )	 It	 (7.5)
and
Y'(r t)	 v^ f(z) e	 (7.6)
L_
where again v. is a constant vector in the v' direction and Pc and
PC are constants with the units of density and pressure, respectively.
By substituting the expressions (7.4). (7.5) and (7.6) into
eqs . (3-7). (3.8) and (3.9) we perform the various mathematical
operations indicated in these equations as follows:
-24-
CL f
	
i(kxx- wt)Qp = L ^ e r	 Kx t dz ?t e	 e^
s
(7.8)
L(1c,cx - wt) 	 d 	
Ppp — iP f e	 x + d  C i t^X x
-wt)
(7.9)
; Ck x-wf}	 d l p v = i(v c.• e) ^X j e "	 + (^^ • e d^ e
(7.10)
and
^ ^^ x X -. wt)( yo •v}^= i^ x f V,, ^e
( 7.11)
By substitution of eqs. (7.7)—(7.11) into eqs. (3-7),'(3-8) and
-25-
(3.9), we have, respectively, cancelling the exponential terms
- i w	 f +	 i,
PG vc	 po VJ kX Vc f + p f ^vc . e ^^. ex
PC f	 f
(7.12)
`w 
Pc	 + P ^yc ' ey t PC f t	 (vc' e } df +v	 da
i- Ynrctkx
	 P° (vc • e^) f -0h
(7-13)
and
^-	 /	 +
-
CPo
+ iw^ c Pc f + h Po CYc E
+ Vo^c a K x f — ^a i x	 vo	 = 0Ao	 PC	 ,
(7-14)
-26-
Since eq. (7.12) is a two-dimensional vector equation, we have four
equation%and four unknowns Vc. x f Utz r 9C_ 	 p, . The condition for
a non-trivial solution of eqs . ( 7.12 ) 9 ( 7.13) and ( 7.14) will give
an equation for f ( z). It is obtained by setting the determinant of
the coefficients of the unknowns equal to zero. Howeverg we may
eliminate Pp and p, by substituting as follows: Solve eq. (7.13)
for PC. 	 eq. (7.14) for p, . Then, substitute P, of eq. ( 7.13) into
eq. (7.14 ) 9 and substitute PC of eq. (7.13) and p. of eq. ( 7.14) into
the vector eq. (7.12). This gives, upon re-arranging and collecting
termsP
dV
,	 df	 a
+t aZ^2X Cv_^•g^
 ^Cue	
x)• e ms  fI +e^^_Y (vc e;7)-- -
az
z
t YC ' ^x C^^ • e k^ f t- a2 (v^ • e ^) d Z + i a ^x ( -C e % a +d^	 x
t	 kx(yC. -e k)t^ =0
(7.15)
where W is given by the transformation, similar to (5.14)9
w - w - V, kx	 1	 (7.16)
-27-
and use has been made of eqs. (4.2) and (4.4).
From eq..(7.3), we have, on taking the derivative of f/
df . (AA  +
dz	 dz
dE C
dz )
(7-17)
and
d 
z
2L 
rdd 	 A•- t 2 -- d^ + A(7
dCE lZ+A d2^
dz2dz2 	dz dZ	 /	 z^- J	 .
(7.18)
By inserting eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) into eq. (7.15), we
obtain terms multiplied by A	 A 
dZ	
A !' A CQZ
dA	 dR	 d^1 d2A
74	 c{	 J and ail	 In the spirit of the W.K.B. 
method, we consider A(z) to be a function that is slowly varying
over a wavelength, I/k , and for this reason	 we neglect terms
z
multiplied by	 `^ A	 and dq	 However since p^^ oC 12 , termsd ^Z & z T-Z
d^CJ (^^multiplied by aZ cannot be neglected in the W.K.B.
approximation, which becomes exact in the mathematical limit, > oU.
We separate eq. (7.15) into two equations; one equation
containin g, terms multiplied by() l (d ^ ) and A
CL
 Z. , and.
'd^
the other equation containing terms multiplied by A , A d
/	 z
^d^
and A i c
	
. Hence, we have,respeotively,
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^"	 (dki, fd J\	 d25
Qz 2 a2 (Vo . ez ) !` _+^-- + a2(,a-e z ) A Z	 0
L	 \dz' 'dz	 dz j
(7-19)
and
d vo
^^ ^ W , + ey [ L	 CL4 (v  • e ^) - L Q .1`x CVc' a ,) +
	
+ i az kx yc ' e 
z) ^-
	
-+d. z	
e X
e^L-Xq, Ci f . e 7.	 - - 
	^x	 , ex) +0 	 CL -a
z	 d 4 l^ ctCL G	 (-^CT d^
+ i^ k x ( Y4L . e X)l - 0 .
(7.20)
From eq. (7.19), we obtain
dA	 d cD'^	 d2p
C dz
	
( dz l	 dz2
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do
A •
dz
(7.21)
which gives
This is the expected relation between the amplitude and phase from
employing the W .K.B. method.
Eq. (7.20) is a two-dimensional vector equation, which is
equivalent to two scalar equations for the two velocity components
of uC, which are V, X and IrC -z . The condition for the solution of
these two equations is the vanishing of the determinant of the
coefficients of these unknowns. However, here it is advantageous to
take the dot product of eq. (7.20) with e X and e Z. . The two
scalar equations thus formed are
^v c
 2 x [w 2 - OL
d^
	
{- v e ^^ i w d vu 	 it i a2 ^x	 = 0
	
cL -e	 ^'	 d
(7.22)
and
r	
d^
	
(vC-• e '^, ` ia2 kx CL 4	(Y-!)
^' d
(	 )2.
(7.23)
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Setting the determinant of the coefficients of(t% c • F K) and
(V c • F^) of eqs. (7.22) and (7.23) equal to zero, gives
(d^ L	 ^ ) [- Z'
dv
+Cwt ^ wXOL X. (V- I) wod, x CL- +
x =d
(7.24)
Eq. ( 7 .24) is a first-order differential equation of the second
degree. The theory of differential equations allows us to solve
it by using the binomial theorem. This gives
do	 YT	 kX
OLZ
^Xd(&Vo ) ?-
 YZa2
_	 d^	 +
dt	 4 w2	 4a 4
_Z	 2	 i ti ^	 dVO
- 	- +	 " d
at
w C, Lz
2 ^ ? '^ 2
(7.25)
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CL
Y_
(7.26)
The solution of the differential eq. (7.25) gives the phase for
the W .K.B. solution of the + and - modes. As a limiting case, if
we let
and use the definitions (6.1) 9 (6.2) and (6.6)-(6.11), eq. (7.25)
goes over into the local dispersion relation (6.17), as it should.
8.	 VERTICAL PEIIMTRATIOM DEPTHS
as
The condition	 = 0 implies that the i-component of the
wave number, k, is zero. This gives the condition for the termination
of the ware propagation in the z-direction, that is, the vertical
penetration dept:.
CL
Setting ,- ' 0 in eq. ( 7.24), we have
w^- wZ a.2 VX - (Y-1) w I k-X dv"dZ f- (Y-1) jtP.)C
(8.1)
To put
	
eq. (8.1) in non-dimensional forms we again employ the
definitions (6.6)-(6.1 1 ) 9 and we keep in mind that k_ - kxex when
C1 4	 •
- 0. We obtain
wL iL z
 - (^" 1) v K,	
^C
2 
= 0
(8.2)
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;Io shall oonsidw the following three cases: constant velocity gradients,
linear velocity gradients, and parabolic velocity gradients.
Case I: Constant velocity gradients
We consider S to be independent of z, and we solve eq. (8.2)
for the wave number 6. This gives
(^- 1) W S
G+ s r
21 (Y-1 )-W2
s2
4
1n.'
C — 1 —W2
r (Y- I) Ws	 ;z
IL 2 [(Y- 1 ) - W2I
(8.3)
Eq. (8.3) gives the non-dimensional wave number for the two modes
at the point at which the z-component of the wave number vanishes
for the constant velocity gradient case. One mu3t keep in mind that
U is the transformed frequency, and it is a function of z. In order
to find the penetration depths, one must make the inverse frequency
transformation and solve the resulting cubic algebraic equation for
z pd by means of Appendix I. zpd is the penetration depth.
Case -7I: Linear velocity gradients
We consider
S - 0( + ^z
	 ,
	 (8.4)
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where X is an arbitrary unitless oonstant, and P is an arbitrary
constant with units tcm^ = i. Substituting expression (8.4) into
eq. (8.2 ) 9 gives, upon solving for z, the height to which the wave
can propagate. This is the vertical penetration depth, Z ,?d .
3
	
W^	 w± K t	 1G±
	 oc
z -
	 —	
+	
_ —
± (Y— 1) k(3	 (Y-^)^	 W4.
(8.5)
Again we keep in mind that V is the transformed frequency and can
be made independent of z by a coordinate transformation, which we
will not do here.
Case III: Parabolic velocity gradients
-Ve consider
S - 9 + ^z + dz2 	,	 (8.6)
where X and Y are defined in eq. (8.4), and o is an arbitrary
constant with units [cm
-2 1 . Substituting tho expression (8.6)
into eq. (8.2 ) 9 gives, upon solving for the vertical penetration
depth)
3(3	 2	 W r	 w± IG t	 1G+
z a	
- 
—	
( 1	
—
+ 2 4 + `z^ l + c Y- O lc d	 c^-^) ^	 w d
_	 t	 t
(8.7)
A,ain, we keep in mind that W is the transformed-frequency and can
ce made independent of z by a coordinate transformation, which we
wil] not do here.
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9.	 CONCLUSION
We have considered small amplitude low frequency waves in an
isothermal compressible medium with a velocity gradient and within
a constant gravitational field. It was found that there are two
distinct modes of wave motion which we called the + mode and the
— mode. Under the assumption that the wavelength be small compared
to a change in the velocity profile, a local dispersion relation
governing the wave propagation. for constant velocity gradients was
derived from the linearized equations of fluid dynamics and thermo-
dynamics, and arranged in a non-dimensional fora independent of
the constants describing a particular atmosphere. By employing a
generalized W .K.B. method, a better approximation was obtained by
taking into account the slowly varying change of the veloci:: profile
and the velocity gradient. From the generalized W a{.B. method,
equations were found which give the height at which wave reflect-Lon
occurs. This determines the maximum heigts up to which the wave modes
can propagate. However, the normalized transformed frequency W is
a function of z, but can be made independent of z by an appropriate
transformation of coordinates, which was not done here. Dissipative
effects arising from viscosity and heat conduction was not considered.
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APPENDIX I
The local dispersion relations (6.12) and (6.13) may be solved
analytically in the following manner. In general, we have
w4 +AW2 +BW +C	 0	 (I.1)
where for eq. (6.12)
2 /^a.N2
B - (i IG sin  — Y + 1) S V- cos
	 ,	 (I.3)
2
s id
C - (Y - 1) )(1 	 (1-4)
and where for eq. (6.13)
A - -K2 - i YK oos()	 ,	 (I.5)
B - ( i Z sin 0 - Y + 1) 3 cos v	 (I.6 )
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and
C - (\d- 1) K cost a	 (r.7)
From the quartic eq. (I.1), we consider the resolvent cubic
equation
,2
L+ 4	 ^	 64
3
(r.8)
It is convenient to transform eq. (I.8) into per's resolvent cubic,
thereby eliminating the quadratic term. Using the transformation
we have
3 * fT {-- r = o
.^,	 (I.10)
where
X12
- ^(a A2 - C) - — ,	 (I.11)
12
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and
B2	 A	 A3
r	 — —	 (4 A2 — C) +
64	 24	 108
(I.12)
The three roots of eq. (I.10) may be expressed in the form
(Y)	 (I.13)
w
" 12	 G^- f2(Y)	 •	 (I.14)
V
and
q3 ' — qr f3 (Y)	 (1.15)
V
where
2
Y	
r	 (1,316 )
^3
1
	 -38-
and
1	 ^
Y fl(Y)
fl(Y)	 `fl2(Y)
f3(Y)	 —	 —i
2	 4
fl(Y)
4 X1 1/3
	
4	 -11/3
+ (1 + — )2i	 + 1 — (1 +	 )i27Y	 27y
(2y)'/'
and
(1.17.)
fl(Y) fl2(Y)	 1
f2 (Y)	
—	 2 + 4
	 yf1 (Y)
(2.18)
5I
For the condition — 27 y < 0 , all roots are real, and for
y > 0 or y, there is one real root and a pair of complex roots.
By different proper choices of the phase angle for the 1/3 powers in
eq. ( I -17 )v f, (y) may be always made real, even though it may not
be continuous at y 27
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Thus, from eq. (I.9) the roots of eq. (I.8) are
A
6	 (i ^ 1 9 20) s
	 (1.20 )
the roots of eq. (I.1) are
;^	 '^; t
	 (I.21)
such that hl- ^ZJr3 is an element of R(	 , 2.	 3 ). This
.eans that M must be always positive or always negative. We will
zhoose the former. Thus, the four roots of the quart io eq. (I.1) are
W^ = l^ t f Z^ ^ ^ 3^ (1.22)
(1.23)
+^3	 (1.24)
and
4	 ,^
	
(1.25)
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